
Thomas Touhey
Computer Science Engineer

A versatile, autonomous and committed software developer with eight
years of experience in web and systems development. Wide-ranging
expertise in product architecture and documentation and project
planning and management.

Brunoy (91), France

+33 (0) 6 21 61 29 72

https://thomas.touhey.uk/

thomas@touhey.uk

28 December 1996

thomas-touhey

TECHNICAL SKILLS

C
stdlib, libcurl,
libusb, gammu

Python
Flask, requests,
BeautifulSoup

SQL
MySQL, pgSQL,
TRANSACT-SQL
(MS)

POSIX Shell
bash, zsh,
powershell

Git
gitolite / cgit,
github

Web Design
HTML5, CSS3, JS

LANGUAGES

Français (fr_FR)
CEFR/C2 (Native)

English (en_GB)
CEFR/C1
TOEIC/960

Deutsch (de_DE)
CEFR/A1

HOBBIES

Scouts

Guitar

CERTIFICATIONS

BAFA
DDCS de l'Essonne

March 2019

French Youth Worker diploma,
obtained during my benevolent
experience in the Scouts et Guides de
France (SGDF), a national scouting
organization, between 2017 and 2020.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Carrefour Supply Chain
VBA Developer

(August 2019 - August 2021)

During this time, I've contribued to developing and maintaining an existing
internal tool offering features supplementing the Transport Management System
(TMS) in place. The missions I've accomplished include:

Conceiving and implementing multiple components of the application in
VBA, including the management and billing of transactions speci�c to Fruits
and Vegetables.
Identifying and �xing bugs reported by multiple users throughout the
department.
Adjusted the user experience by focusing on user feedback.
Creating and maintaining a documentation describing the implemented
business processes, the data structures in place with the related algorithms,
the operations' scheduling, and a technical reference of the VBA objects and
functions.

E2M
Intern

(October 2017 - November 2017)

During this internship, I contribued to bringing the company into compliance
with the norm NF EN ISO/CEI 17025 by developing a module for signing
documents sent to clients using a RGS** certi�cate, and other work procedures
for on-premises interventions and document processing.

EDUCATION

ITIS Formation
Expert en Système Informatique

(September 2018 - July 2021)

IT projects management using various technologies (C/C++, PHP, Java, MySQL,
Powershell, …) and various methodologies (waterfall and agile, while taking user
feedback into account). Focus set on communication skills and problem-
solving.

GRETA de l'Essonne
BTS « Systèmes Numériques »

(September 2017 - June 2018)

Teamwork around IT projects, e.g. gathering and treatment of energy meters
data (electricity, water, heating) of a social landlord.

Lycée Talma, Brunoy
Baccalauréat Scienti�que

(September 2011 - June 2014)

PROJECTS

P7 Project
https://p7.planet-casio.com/

(August 2016 - July 2021)

On this project, I've implemented CASIO calculators and related �le formats
support for major computer systems (Microsoft Windows, OS X, Linux), with
protocol implementations (USB and serial connections), and �le formats and
proprietary and community-de�ned character encodings parsing and writing,
using C and Python through the C API.
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